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Many gregarious species display rapid fission-fusion dynamics with individuals
frequently leaving their groups to reunite or to form new ones soon after. The
adaptive value of such ephemeral associations might reflect a frequent tilt in the
balance between the costs and benefits of maintaining group cohesion. The lack of
information on the short-term advantages of group fission, however, hampers our
understanding of group dynamics. We investigated the effect of group fission on area-
restricted search, a search tactic that is commonly used when food distribution is
spatially autocorrelated. Specifically, we determine if roe deer (Capreolus capreolus)
improve key aspects of their extensive search mode immediately after fission. We
found that groups indeed moved faster and farther over time immediately after than
before fission. This gain was highest for the smallest group that resulted from fission,
which was more likely to include the fission’s initiator. Sex of group members further
mediated the immediate gain in search capacity, as post-fission groups moved away at
farthest rate when they were only comprised of males. Our study suggests that social
conflicts during the extensive search mode can promote group fission and, as such,
can be a key determinant of group fission-fusion dynamics that are commonly
observed in gregarious herbivores.
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